
Manufacturer Emergency Blanket

Description 

The emergency blanket (first aid blanket) is an important emergency product to keep it at hand in the
cold weather.

 Characteristic:

1. Reflects 90% of body heat.
2. Waterproof and wind proof.
3. Weight light, laptop
4. Light and radar delivery.

We are the professional China d blanket supplier . 
The emergency blanket is made of aluminiz film, this large blanket will reflect the heat back to the body
and avoid heat loss in cold conditions. The material will remain flexible even in freezing temperatures
and is also wind and waterproof.

 Product specifications:

Article Portable/ waterproof first aid blanket in gold
Material PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Size 130*210cm, 140*210cm, 150*210cm, 160*210cm
Color Prayed
Applications Manta, shelter and poster.

Ideal to keep at hand in case of emergency, this product is widely used by hikers, campists and hunting
or fishing. Great include in an emergency kit or even to keep in the cabin. The emergency blanket is
compact and light. It is taken to a small size that is convenient for transport and easily adapts to a pocket
or backpack.

 Use:

First aid space blankets /blankets are included in many emergency kits, first aid and survival because
they are generally resistant to water and wind.

That, along with their low weight and ability to pack in a small space, has made them popular among
outdoor air enthusiasts and emergency workers.

The space blankets are often given to marathoners and other resistance athletes at the end of the races,
or while waiting before the races if it is cold.

China windproof emerygency blanket manufacturer tell us , 
it can be used together with the conductive insulation material and can be formed in a bag for use as a
vivuac sack (survival bag).

 Package delivery:
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Package 1pc / bag, 100pcs / ctn
Delivery Based on the amount of your order.

 Product presentation:







FAQ

Q1:Why Choose LanYuan Protective Co.,Ltd?
1.Professional Manufacturer for 15 years with advanced facility
2.Competetive price
3.Accept Custom Order
4.Offer OEM Service
5.Fast service and on-time delivery

Q2: How to place sample?
Welcome to contact the sales to get the free samples.

Q3: What’s your leading time?
2-5 working days for goods in stock after payment was done.

Q4: What shipping methods do you offer?
Express :DHL/FedEx/UPS/TNT/Aramex etc
Airfreight /Sea Freight/Rail freight or support shipment to your China agent.

Q5: Do you accept OEM/ODM?
Yes,we can offer OEM /ODM Service



Contact Us

H.K LanYuan Protective(Wuhan)Co.,Limited
Wuhan LanYuan Protective Co.,Ltd
 
 Milan
M.& Whatsapp: 0086-18062501536
Tel: 0086-027-83734835
E-mail:milan@lanyuansupply.com


